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Schedule time: Set aside mutually convenient protected time to conduct coaching conversations.  
Ensure the time is uninterrupted to maximize productivity.

Begin with the end in mind: Think of specific goals and desired outcome(s). What should the 
employee feel, know, and do as a result of this session?

Dive into the data: To prepare to offer your perspective, gather performance data and metrics 
to reference. Turn to metrics to see which skills need improvement and focus on coaching to the 
behavior that will make the biggest impact.    

Review all relevant documents: Thoroughly review all available documents regarding the seller’s/
team performance data, personal and professional goals, work habits, motivations, and development 
plans. If you haven’t previously obtained this information, prepare questions to get it.

Prepare questions to encourage dialogue: Prepare a list of questions that open lines of 
communication and guide the flow of conversation. Asking the right questions can provide insights 
regarding your employee’s perspective and how they perceive their own strengths and skills. 
Differentiate between the types of questions to ask - some are to be reflective questions, others would 
be relationship building questions to get-to-know the individual, as well as development planning 
questions.

Share agenda: Once well-prepared, create a brief agenda. At the beginning of coaching 
conversations, it is helpful to communicate a desired plan for the session. Be open to include any 
item(s) the employee wishes to add and stay flexible enough to alter plan if need arises.

Build rapport: To achieve the greatest impact from your coaching conversations which maximize 
your time together begins with the desired outcomes of each conversation. What do you wish to 
accomplish? 

Cultivating coaching relationships that allow openness and transparency, and the sharing of 
experiences and perspectives, should be one of the goals at the top of the list. Building trust and 
credibility will create ease when offering your opinion, thoughts, and perspectives when creating 
awareness and alignment between current activities and expectations as well as their approach to 
execution of strategy.

Maintain engagement: Interactions that incorporate an exchange of ideas and resources, tools, and 
support produce a feeling a security. Set clear goals and expectations and voice your appreciation 
of your coachee and their efforts. During your coaching conversations, encourage your coachee to 
either keep doing what is working or to take a risk and alter their approach.   

Advocate for self-discovery: Self-discovery is the process of learning more about yourself, who you 
are and what your preferences are. In order to guide your coachee through the process of acquiring 
insight about themselves, it’s imperative to ask pointed questions and give your undivided attention.  
For this reason, many coaches adhere to the principle of speaking 20% of the time and dedicating 
80% of the time to active listening.
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Provide feedback: When appropriate, providing timely feedback is critical to spark change in 
mindset and behavior. Employ the ABCs, which is a rule of thumb when developing a best-in-class 
sales team, Always Be Coaching! To ensure your coachee is accepting of the feedback given, try to 
provide feedback in real-time or provide examples from actual scenarios and observations you have 
made. This provides context, and the Why supporting what you’ve said, being that it's based also on 
what you have observed. Not every coaching conversation will incorporate feedback; it is essential 
to gauge that the coachee is receptive to feedback. It is also essential to decipher when a coaching 
conversation should be geared towards other topics such as an individual’s strengths, understanding 
their habits and motivations, assessing their capacity in selling situations, gaining insight into their 
selling style and process…etc.

Ask questions: Asking specific questions at the correct time during a coaching conversation helps 
guide the coachee through the discovery process, asking meaningful questions in a positive manner 
will reduce defensiveness. When doing a needs analysis of any client, fully understand your part 
and what results would cause a successful interaction or partnership. In a coaching conversation it’s 
just as important for the coach to uncover areas of strength and opportunity as it is for the coachee 
to embrace the process of self-discovery. Being able to uncover those areas within themselves that 
require their attention is the difference between completing tasks to check a box and owning the tasks 
to see the best results.

Exercise active listening: Show an interest in the individual/coachee without judgment or 
preconceived notion/agenda. Fully concentrating on what is being said rather than merely hearing 
the message of the coachee is active listening. Active listening allows the coach to leverage the most 
important aspects of each conversation to build relationship and get to know the coachee on multiple 
levels. Building relationships and having the ability to recall themes/topics mentioned and link them to 
development plans and strategies for success establishes him/herself as an SME who cares and is 
invested in the growth and development of the coachee.

Atmosphere: It is the responsibility of the sales leader and/or coach to create an atmosphere 
conducive to a positive experience. Set coachee’s mind at ease by explaining the reason for the 
session, set the agenda, and manage expectations.

Customized Approach: In the coaching and development of individuals, there isn’t a “cookie-cutter” 
approach that will yield best-in-class results. What works for one person might not work for another. 
In order to build the best sales team, ensure that the feedback provided is relevant and resonates with 
the person you coach.

Observations: Strengths and opportunities are often observed in behaviors, habits, and routines. 
Sharing observed behaviors both positive and undesirable can provide support to back up the 
feedback offered.

Test understanding: Ask for their reactions, thoughts, and perspective. It should be coachee-centric, 
meaning if there isn’t a clear understanding, there cannot be a genuine commitment to make changes. 
Solicit their feedback; responses from your coachee will speak volumes regarding whether or not they 
understand the message you aim to convey.

Implementation: The most important part of giving and receiving feedback is what actions will be 
taken as a result. Follow up with your coachee and ask how they intend to use the feedback provided. 
Application of a plan and how they execute that plan is crucial to seeing the best results.
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